YEAR 11 RECOMMENDED READS
Lose yourself in this Love Story…
I fell in love the way you fall asleep: slowly, then
all at once.
Despite the tumour-shrinking medical miracle
that has bought her a few years, Hazel has
never been anything but terminal, her final
chapter inscribed upon diagnosis.
But when a gorgeous plot twist named
Augustus Waters suddenly appears at Cancer
Kid Support Group, Hazel's story is about to be
completely rewritten.
Insightful, bold, irreverent, and raw, The Fault in
Our Stars brilliantly explores the funny, thrilling,
and tragic business of being alive and in love.
This is a gripping read and a haunting story of
love, loss and betrayal. Guaranteed to move
even the hardest heart.

Afghanistan, 1975: Twelve-year-old Amir is
desperate to win the local kite-fighting
tournament and his loyal friend Hassan
promises to help him. But neither of the boys
can foresee what will happen to Hassan that
afternoon, an event that is to shatter their lives.
After the Russians invade and the family is
forced to flee to America, Amir realises that one
day he must return to Afghanistan under Taliban
rule to find the one thing that his new world
cannot grant him: redemption.

This story is difficult to put down … you
just want to find out what happens.
A heartbreaking story, narrated by twelveyear-old Jack, whose family is caring for
fourteen-year-old Joseph. Joseph is
misunderstood. He was incarcerated for trying
to kill a teacher. Or so the rumours say. But
Jack and his family see something others in
town don’t want to.
What's more, Joseph has a daughter he’s
never seen. The two boys go on a journey
through the bitter Maine winter to help Joseph
find his baby - no matter the cost.

What about trying this trying this thriller?
Sara is not your typical teenage girl. She
wants more than just an ordinary life. She
wants fame and beauty. She wants to be
extraordinary. After she is injured in a
mysterious accident, Sara meets Jonathon
Heat, rock star. Heat is the centre of bizarre
rumours and intense public adoration.
And as Sara becomes ever more drawn into
his powerful orbit, it soon becomes clear that
Jonathon Heat wants something impossibly
precious from her. But what does Sara really
want?
Sara's Face is a chilling exploration of the
dark extremes of fame, plastic surgery and
obsession.

A stunning, tear-jerking novel about grief,
guilt, and the unpredictability of love.
Jonny has a faulty heart and his time is
running out. Niamh has just lost her twin
brother in a tragic accident. As their fates
collide, soon Jonny is on the mend - but
desperate to know more about his donor.
When he tracks down Niamh, he only
intends to find out about her brother, the first
owner of his heart. He doesn't plan on falling
in love...

Do you like a horror story ?
“So creepy and amazing [...] I loved it [...]
You'll never look at small china dolls in the
same way ever again.” – Zoella
“Deliciously creepy.” – Juno Dawson
Dunvegan School for Girls has been closed
for many years. Converted into a family
home, the teachers and students are long
gone. But they left something behind…
Sophie arrives at the old schoolhouse to
spend the summer with her cousins.
Brooding Cameron with his scarred hand,
strange Lillias with a fear of bones and
Piper, who seems just a bit too good to be
true. And then there’s her other cousin. The
girl with a room full of antique dolls. The girl that shouldn’t be there. The girl that
died.
Alex Bell’s chilling novel is part of the Red Eye series, perfect for fans of Juno
Dawson’s Say Her Name and Kendare Blake’s Anna Dressed in Blood.

This is a book about what how we label
children. It's about how kids get lost
and failed by the system. It's about how
politicians manipulate them. Gripping
and controversial reading for fans of
Malorie Blackman and Patrick Ness.
In a future London, Concentr8 is a
prescription drug intended to help kids
with ADD. Soon every troubled teen is
on it. It makes sense, doesn't it? Keep
the undesirable elements in line. Keep
people like us safe from people like
them. What's good for society is good
for everyone.
Troy, Femi, Lee, Karen and Blaze have
been taking Concentr8 as long as they can
remember. They're not exactly a gang, but
Blaze is their leader, and Troy has always been his quiet, watchful sidekick - the only
one Blaze really trusts. They're not looking for trouble, but one hot summer day,
when riots break out across the city, they find it.
What makes five kids pick a man seemingly at random - a nobody, he works in the
housing department, doesn't even have a good phone - hold a knife to his side, take
him to a warehouse and chain him to a radiator? They've got a hostage, but don't
really know what they want, or why they've done it. And across the course of five
tense days, with a journalist, a floppy-haired mayor, a police negotiator, and the
sinister face of the pharmaceutical industry, they - and we - begin to understand why.

Romance?
Love hurts ... but should it hurt this
much? Reeling from her mum's sudden
departure, Anna finds the comfort she
needs in her blossoming relationship with
Will. He's handsome and loving,
everything Anna has always dreamt of.
He's also moody and unpredictable,
pushing her away from her friends and her
music. He wants her to be his and his
alone. He wants her to be perfect. Anna's
world is closing in. But threatening
everything is a dark secret that not even
Will can control... Eve Ainsworth's gripping
second novel is a pitch-perfect exploration
of love at its most powerful, addictive and
destructive.

This book has been described as fun,
gripping, and surprisingly emotional
too.
When Milly arrives home to discover her
mum has been taken over by something
very evil, she finds herself in mortal
danger. But the last people she expects to
rescue her are the boys in the hottest band
on the planet!
Enter SLAY - playing killer gigs and
slaying killer demons. Suddenly, Milly's on
the road with JD, Tom, Niv, Zek and
Connor, helping save the world, one gig at
a time...

This story is thought provoking, life
affirming, both triumphant and tragic.
It’s an historical novel, set in Germany
1939-45.
By her brother's graveside, Liesel's life is
changed forever when she picks up a
single object, abandoned in the snow. It
is The Gravedigger's Handbook, and this
is her first act of book thievery. So begins
Liesel's love affair with books and words,
and soon she is stealing from Nazi bookburnings, the mayor's wife's library . . .
wherever there are books to be found.
But these are dangerous times, and when Liesel's foster family hides a Jew in their
basement, nothing will ever be the same again.
In superbly crafted writing that burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak has given us one of the most enduring stories of our time.

